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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we consider the problem of global Gevrey solvability for a class of sublaplacians on a torus 
with coefficients in the Gevrey class Gs(TN). For this class of operators we show that global Gevrey 
solvability and global Gevrey hypoellipticity are both equivalent to the condition that the coefficients 
satisfy a Diophantine condition. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that the theory for the problem of global solvability and global hy- 
poellipticity of PDE is not well developed, in comparison with local solvability and 
local hypoellipticity case. One the main obstacles is the appearance of Diophantine 
phenomena. In this paper we consider the following class of sublaplacian: 
P = -At  - -  a j ( t )Ox j  
j= l  
where (t, x) ~ ~fm+n and a j ,  j = 1 . . . . .  rt, are real valued functions in GS(~fm). First 
of all we study global Gevrey solvability of P when its kernel consists of only the 
constant functions. We prove that, in this case, P is globally solvable, in the Gevrey 
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frame, if and only if, a Diophantine condition holds true for its coefficients (see 
(I) ~ (II) in Theorem 3.6). 
We prove that this Diophantine condition implies the global solvability of P, 
in the Gevrey class, by using functional analytic methods. We would like to point 
out that it is standard to prove solvability of an operator by using the fact that its 
transposed is hypoelliptic. Here we do not use this standard argument because we 
prefer to prove the solvability of P by using a different approach. 
In order to prove the necessity of this condition for the global Gevrey solvability 
of P we shall prove a global Gevrey version for the H6rmander's Lemma 6.1.2 (see 
[ 11 ]). We would like to point out that a local Gevrey version for this lemma has been 
proved in Cardoso [3] and a global C ~ version has been proved in Bergamasco, 
Cordaro and Petronilho [2]. 
We also prove that this Diophantine condition is equivalent to the global Gevrey 
hypoellipticity of P (see (I) e~ (III) in Theorem 3.6). This result extends the one in 
Himonas [9], for ultradistributions. Thus, in the case that the kernel of P consists 
only of constant functions, we have proved that P is globally Gevrey solvable if and 
only if P is globally Gevrey hypoelliptic. 
Next, by using a suitable change of variables we reduce the study of the global 
Gevrey solvability of P to the study of the global Gevrey solvability of an operator 
Q which has only the constant functions in its kernel. 
Finally we conclude this work proving that P is globally solvable in Gevrey frame 
if and only if its coefficients atisfy an Diophantine condition (see Theorem 5.1). 
The global C °~ solvability (global C ~ hypoellipticity) for the operator P given 
above has been studied in Petronilho [18] (Himonas and Petronilho [10]). 
For more results on interesting open problems of local and global, C ~,  analytic 
and Gevrey solvability we refer the reader to the following papers as well as the 
references therein: Albanese, Corli and Rodino [1], Bergamasco, Cordaro and 
Petronilho [2], Cardoso [3], Cardoso and Hounie [4], Gramchev, Popivanov and 
Yoshino [5-7], Gramchev and Yoshino [8], Hounie [12], Moser [14], Petronilho 
[16-18], Rodino [19]. 
2. PREL IMINARIES  AND RESULTS 
We begin by introducing some notations and definitions. Let 5 "N = ]~N/2;rr~N be 
the N-dimensional torus. Let h and s be real numbers, h > 0, s ~> 1; we say that 
the function ~o is in Gs'h("2 N) if q) ~ C~(~2 N) and there exists a positive constant C 
such that 
[0%p(x)[ ~< Chl°4(ed) s, Vx E ~fN, VI3t E ~N. 
Clearly G s'h ('yfN) becomes a Banach space under the norm 
II~ll~,h = sup sup IO~(x)lh-I~l(o~!) -~. 
x ET N a, EZ N 
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I f  h < h' then the inclusions maps from G ='h (,~N) to Gs'h'(qr N) are continuous 
and compact. The space of periodic Gevrey functions of order s, G = (qrU), is defined 
by 
GS ('[ N) = indlim G='h (TN). 
h-+-t-~ 
In particular G 1 ('It N) is the space of all periodic analytic functions, denoted by 
C~°('~N). 
It follows from the definition of the inductive limit topology that a sequence 
~j ~ 0 in GS(% N) if and only if there exists h0 > 0 such that ~j E Gs'ho(TN), for 
all j and ~oj ~ 0 in G ='~o (qrU). 
We denote by O~(qr N) the dual space of Gs('~N), namely the set of all periodic 
ultradistributions. One can prove that q~ ~ G s (qr N) if and only if there exist C > 0 
and e > 0 such that 
where ~b denotes the Fourier transform of ~o. 
One also can prove that u ~ D' s (~N) if and only if for each e > 0 there exists 
C~ > 0 such that 
I/~(~)[ ~ Gee el~]l/s, '(~ E ~N. 
Let P:DIs(~ N) --+ D's(T N) be a linear partial differential operator with coef- 
ficients in the Gevrey class Gs(TN). Our main goal is to find a necessary and 
sufficient condition for P to be globally s-solvable, i.e., given f c G s (qr N) we want 
to find u ~ D~s (T N) such that Pu = f . 
It is easy to see that there exist natural compatibility conditions on f for the 
solution u to exist, namely 
Lemma 2.1. Let f ~ GS(qrN). I f  there exists u c Dts(T N) such that Pu = f then 
<v/>:fv/=o 
qI'N 
for  every v c GS (qr N) satisfying tpv = O. 
In view of this 1emma we use the following 
Definition 2.2. Let E(P) be the set 
E( P ) = [ f ~ GS (TN ) : f v . f = O for all v ~ GS (TN ) such that t P v = O } . 
TN 
We say that P is globally s-solvable if for every f 6 E(P) there exists u ~ Dts(']r N) 
such that Pu = f . 
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This definition allows, in principle, an infinite-dimensional Ker tp, see [ 17] for a 
example. 
We also are interested in finding a necessary and sufficient condition for P to 
be globally s-hypoelliptic, i.e., the conditions u ~ Ols(~ N) and Pu ~ GS('I~ N) imply 
that u c Gs(TN). We recall that in [9], Himonas has studied the global Gevrey 
hypoellipticity for the operator P but his global Gevrey hypoellipticity's definition 
is different from ours, i.e., in his definition he required that u c Df (T  N) while in our 
definition we allow that u c Ds ~ (qI?U). 
3. GLOBAL s-SOLVABILITY AND GLOBAL s-HYPOELLIPTICITY WHEN L(P)= {0} 
In this paper we will study global s-solvability and global s-hypoellipticity for the 
following class of sublaplacian: 
2 
P =- -At  -- a j ( t )  
where (t, x)  ~ 72 m+n and a j ,  j = 1 . . . . .  n, are real valued functions in Gs(Tm). 
Let ko be the number of functions linearly independent over IR among the 
functions al . . . . .  an. Thus, 0 <~ k0 ~< n. 
Suppose that k0 = 0. Then it is easy to prove that P is globally s-solvable and that 
P is not globally s-hypoelliptic in T m+n. Therefore, from now on we will assume 
that 1 ~< k0 ~< n. Thus, after a possible renaming of the variables xl . . . . .  xn and 
the corresponding coefficients al . . . . .  an, we may suppose that {ako+l . . . . .  an} is 
contained in the linear span of {aa . . . . .  ak0}. Thus we may write 
k0 
k=l  
m=ko+l  . . . . .  n, 
and the operator P can be written as 
P = - -At  -- a~(t) OXk -}- )~l~OXm 
m=k0+l 
We shall use the letter C or Ce to represent a constant, which may change a finite 
number of times. 
We begin our study by defining two sets which will play a very important role in 
the sequel of this work. Let us define 
(3.2) L=L(P)={~6zn:  (a(t) ,~)=O, Vt~ m} and 
L c = Lc (p)  = Z n \ L (P ) ,  
where a(t) = (al (t) . . . . .  an (t) ), and a j ,  j = 1 . . . . .  n, are the coefficients of P. 
First of all we study the kernel of tp which will be useful in proving our results 
and it also shows the connection between the set L(P )  and the kernel of tp. 
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1 m +n Lemma 3.1. Let P be given as in (3.1). Then w c D s (qF ) belongs to the Ker tp 
if and only i f  w(t, x) = ~e I~ w(~) ei(x'~), where L has been defined in (3.2). 
Proof. Let w E D1s(~f re+n) be such that tpw = 0. Since tp = p we have tpw = 0 if 
and only if P w = 0. By using x-Fourier series we have P w = 0 if and only if 
(3.3) [ -A t+(a( t ) ,~)2]~( t ,~)=O 
for all t ~ %m and ~ c Z n. 
Since for each ~ 6 Z n fixed the operator in the left-hand side of (3.3) is elliptic 
and its coefficients are functions in GS(7? m) it follows from [19, Theorem 3.4.6, 
p. 158] that 0(. ,~) 6 GS(Tfm). 
Thus, if we multiply (3.3) by ~ and integrate by parts with respect to t 6 T m, then 
we obtain 
(3.4) 
m 
,~)I[L2(Tm) + (a(t),~)2l~(t,~)[ 2dt=O 
k= 1 qr m 
for all ~ 6 Z n. 
It follows from (3.4) that ~(t, ~) = ~'(~), i.e., ~ is independent o f t  and 
(3.5) Jw( )l 2 f(a(t), )2dt=O. 
Tm 
I f~ 6 L c (see (3.2)), then there exists an interval I c 'T m such that (a(t), ~) ~ 0 
for all t ~ I. Thus (3.5) implies that ~'(~) = 0. 
Thus, i fw 6 Ker tp then we obtain w(t, x) = Y~cL w(~) ei(x'~)" 
On the other hand if w(t, x) = ~cL  w@) ei(x'~) then it is easy to check that w c 
Ker tp. The proof of Lemma 3.1 is complete. [] 
In order to state our main result of this section we need to introduce some 
definitions. 
Let S(P) be the span of all the vectors a(t), t c ~fm. Thus, S is a k0-dimensional 
R-linear subspace o fR  n. Let also s j, j = 1 . . . . .  ko, be a basis of S(P). 
Definition 3.2. We say that the basis s J, j = 1 . . . . .  ko, is approximable with 
respect o L c if there exists an s > 0 such that for every constant C > 0 there exists 
a ~ 6 L c such that for every j c {1 . . . . .  ko} we have 
(3.6) I (sj, ~}l < Ce-Sl~ll/S" 
I f  t k, k = 1 . . . . .  ko, is another basis of S(P), then there exists a matrix Skj 
such that t k = ~°  1 Skjs j and we see that, with the same s > 0, the basis t ~ is 
approximable with respect o L c, so the concept of approximability is independent 
of the choice of the basis. Therefore the same is true for the non-approximability, 
the negation of approximability. 
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Remark  3.3. Himonas, see [9], has introduced a definition of approximability and 
non-approximability vectors. Recalling that 
k0 
am(t) = Z m ", )~kak(t), m = ko + l, . . n, 
k=l 
it is easy to see that the vectors 
sJ--- (0, 1, . , 0 , )~ 0+1 ~)  . . . . . . . . . . . .  j = 1 . . . . .  k0, 
form a basis of S(P).  I f  in our definition we use this basis, then we obtain the 
Himonas' approximability and non-approximability definitions. 
It will be convenient for us to split the action of the operator P into certain 
subspaces, as follows. Let (t, x) E "iI "m+n and F C Z ~. Define 
o' / / s,Ft J=  u 6 D;(Vm+~) : u= ~ fi(t'~) ei(x'~) 
~EF 
where ti(t, ~) is the x-partial Fourier coefficient of u. The space GF(%S m+n) is 
defined in an analogous fashion. More generally, if G C DIs(q~ re+n) then we set 
GF = G n Dts,F(Tfm+n). We use the notation PF for the operator P acting from 
O~s,F(qF re+n) in to  O~s,F(Tm+n). Also, any decomposition Z n = B U C with B n C = 0 
induces direct sum decompositions G = GB (9 Gc and PG = PBGB (9 PcGc.  
We may talk about global s-solvability and global G = hypoellipticity of P relative 
to the subspaces Gv; more precisely, 
Definition 3.4. Let F c Z ~. We say that PF is globally (s, F)-solvable if for every 
f 6 E~(P) there exists u c D~s,F('~ m+~) such that PFU = f .  We say that PF is 
globally (s, F)-hypoelliptic in ~£m+~ i f the conditions u ~ DIs,F(qF re+n) and PFu E 
GSF(qF m+~) imply u ~ GSF(%m+n). When F = Z n we of course recover the previous 
notions of global s-solvability and global s-hypoellipticity. 
Remark  3.5. Let B, C C Z n be such that Z ~ = B U C with B N C = 0. It is clear 
that P is globally s-solvable if and only if PB is globally (s, B)-solvable and Pc is 
globally (s, C)-solvabte. 
We are now in the position to state our main result: 
Theorem 3.6. Let P be as in (3.1) ands > 1. Suppose that L(P)  = {0}. Then, the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(I) there exists a basis s J, j = 1 . . . . .  ko, orS(P)  which is non-approximable with 
respect o L C = Z n \ {0}; 
l)t (qpm+n'~ such that GSc(~f rn+n) there exists a unique u E ~s.l~C~ (II) for each f E L 
Pu = f ;  
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(III) P is globally s-hypoelliptic in ~m+n; 
(IV) PLc is globally (s, U)-hypoelliptic in ~m+n; 
• G s (~m+n'~ ~ G s ~ (,~m+n) is bijective and its inverse is continuous (v)  P IG~c- L~, , L 
from G s ~(qF re+n) to GScc(qFm+n). L 
Consequence: Because PL is globally (s, L)-solvable it follows from Theo- 
rem 3.6 that P is globally s-solvable if and only if P is globally s-hypoelliptic 
in qF m+~, provided L = {0}. 
In order to prove Theorem 3.6 we shall need the following 
Lemma 3.7. Let S j , j = 1 . . . . .  ko, be a basis orS(P) which is non-approximable 
with respect o L c. Then there exist constants ot > O, and 3 > 0, depending only on 
the coefficients a~, such that for any e > 0 and any ~ E L c we can find an open set 
I~ C ~m such that 
(a(t), ~)2 ~ aCee_~l~ll/S 
Vt c I~, vol(l~) > 3 where Ce is a positive constant depending only on e. 
Proof .  First of all we recall that am(t) ---= ~° 1 )~Za~(t) ,  m = ko + 1 . . . . .  n,  and 
therefore we may write 
(3.7) 
m=k0+l 
In order to estimate (a(t), ~)2 we set 
(3.8) 
ko ~2 
B(t 'Y)= ~k~lVkak(t) ) t c•m' yES  ko-1, 
where S k0-1 is the unit sphere in R k0. 
Since al . . . . .  ako are linearly independent over R, for every 9/E S ko-1 there exists 
a t ~ q1 "m such that B(t, F) > 0. Using the continuity of B(t, y) it follows that there is 
an open covering Uj of the unit sphere S ko- 1 and there are corresponding nonempty 
open subsets l j  of the toms, such that 
B( t ,F ) )o t j>O foryEUj ,  tE I j .  
Since S kO-1 is compact, there exist finitely many open sets Uj, j = 1 . . . . .  ~, 
covering S k0-1. Then o~ = min{aj: 1 ~< j ~< g} > 0, and we have that for every 
y c S go-I there exists a j such that B(t, F) /> a > 0 for every t ~ lj. 
We now are going to show how this can be used in order to conclude the proof of 
Lemma 3.7. 
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Since the concept of non-approximability s independent of the choice of the 
basis we may work with the basis: 
ko+l 
=J=(0  . . . . .  1 . . . . .  . . . . .  j= l  . . . . .  
Let ~ E L c be given. Since the basis S j , j = 1 . . . . .  ko, is non-approximable with 
respect to L c, for any e > 0 there exists C~ > 0, independent of~, and v0, 1 ~< v0 ~< 
ko, such that 
(3.9) ~vo n m + ~_, )~o~m 
m=ko+l 
Gee -~1~11/=. 
If we set/3v = ~v + ~n~=ko+l )~m~m, v = 1 . . . . .  k0, and fl = (/31 . . . . .  fl~o), then it 
follows from (3.7) and (3.8) that 
(3.10) (a(t),~}2=lfll2B(t, ]~l). 
Hence, it follows from the properties of the B(t, Y) and from (3.10) that there are 
finitely many nonempty open subsets lj of %m such that for every ~ e L ° there 
exists a j for which 
{a(t), ~)2 > otCee-e l~ l l / s  
holds for all t e Ij. This statement implies the one in Lemma 3.7, if we take 8 ~< 
min{vol(Ij), 1 ~< j ~< Q. The proof is complete. [] 
Proof of Theorem 3.6: (I) =~ (II). We assume that there exists a basis s J, j = 
1 . . . . .  ko, of S(P) which is non-approximable with respect to L c. 
First of all we shall prove the following 
Lemma 3.8. l f  there exists a basis s j, j = 1 . . . . .  ko, of S(P) which is non-approx- 
imable with respect o L c then. for each e > 0 given there exists a positive constant 
Cs such that 
Ctc( rm+ ) • 
Proof. Let sJ be a basis of S(P) which is non-approximable with respect to L c. 
Let q) ~ GSLc(72 m+n) and 
s m+n (3.11) tpq) = ~ 6 Gu(% ). 
I f  in (3.1 1) we take partial Fourier series with respect to x e "It n then we obtain 
(3.12) [ -At+(a(t ) ,~)2]~(t ,~)=~(t ,~) ,  V~eL  c, Vt672 m. 
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Thus, if we multiply (3.12) by ~b and integrate by parts with respect o t • 'Ii" m, 
then we obtain 
(3.13) 
?n 
Zlle, (, 2 f f ~)[tL2(,~rn) + (a(t),~)2lCo(t,~)12dt= ~(t,~)~(t,~)dt, 
k=l '~'m Tm 
for all ~ ~ L c. 
It follows from the fundamental theorem of calculus that, (see [10, p. 361, 
formula (2.10)]), there exists a constant C > 0 such that for every open set I of 
ql "m one has that 
(3.14) [ " /, ] vol(I) 2 E IIf,~ [[L2(%m ) "k- f(t)  I Ilfllc_(~,~) ~< C vol(1) 2 2dt 
k=l I 
for every smooth function f on qr m. 
It follows from Lemma 3.7, since by hypothesis the basis S j is non-approximable 
with respect to L c, and from (3.14) with f replaced by ~b(-, f), and from (3.13) that 
for any e > 0 there exists Ce > 0 such that 
I m 
9 2 
k=l 
+ f(a('), ~)21e(', ~)12d'] 
Tm 
.~- fee  el~ll/s f d,, ~eL e. 
This and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality imply that 
II~(, ~)IIL2(~o) -< C=e~l¢ll/=ll?P(',~)llL2(wm), 
The proof of Lemma 3.8 is complete. [] 
~L c. 
We now shall use Lemma 3.8 to prove that given f ~ GScc (']F m+n) there exists 
U C Dls,LC(T rn+n) such that Pu = f .  
First of all we recall that given h > 0 there exist positive constants C and e, 
depending only on h, s, n, such that 
(3.15) I~(t,~)l <~ CllrPll=,he-~l~ll/=, Vt ~T  m, Veb c t  c, Vq) cGS'h(Tm+n). 
It follows from (3.15) that 
(3.16) [1@(', ~)llL2(~m) ~< CIl~ll=,h e-~tC/=, V~ ~ L c, V~o c GS~h(Tm+"). 
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Let us define the following normed space: E = (GSLc (~m+n), II • l iE ) ,  where 
G s [~m+n'~ ][~0[[E : I]fP][LZ(Tm+n), ¢p E LC~ l" 
We note that (3.16) implies that the inclusion map i :G  s (T re+n) --+ E is L c 
continuous, where we are considering GSLc(~f m+n) endowed with the topology 
induced by G s (~.m+n). 
Next we define, for j 6 N = {1, 2 . . . .  }, 
f j={~oCaSLc(Tm+n): Zel/jl~ll/s[[~9(',~)[[L2(,~m)<O0] 
~EL c 
and Fj becomes a normed space if we endow Fj with the topology given by the 
norm:  
II~ollj -- ~ el/Jl~tl/SllC~(.,~)llL2(,m ~ 
~L c 
Thus "it is natural to define F = Uj6N Fj and endow it with the inductive limit 
topology. 
We shall need the following 
Lemma 3.9. The inclusion map i : GSLc(~f re+n) -+ F is continuous. 
Proof. It suffices to prove that given h > 0 there exists j 6 N such that the inclusion 
s,h ('F" +n ) map from GL~ to Fj is continuous since the inclusion map from Fj to F is 
continuous, for all j ~ 1% 
It follows from (3.15) that there exist a positive constant C and j 6 N, depending 
only on h, s, n, such that 
e 1/jl~ll/s [~b(t, ~)l ~< Cl[~olls,he -1/jl~ll/s, 
s,h m+n vt ~ ~r m, V~ ~ L °, V~ ~ G Lc (~r ). 
Thanks to the last inequality we obtain 
el/jl~ll/S I1 (, II ~< Cl[~olls,h e-1/jl~l~/s, 
s,h m+n c G ) 
and therefore 
fTs,h (,'rpm +n'~ II~ollj ~< CIl~oll~,h, ~o c ~Lo ~ ~, 
where C is independent of~o. Hence, Lemma 3.9 is proved. [] 
Let f ~ GsLc(T m+n) be given. 
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We define a linear form on E by 
<Tf,~p)= [ f ( t ,x )~o( t ,x )d tdx ,  ~oEE. 
Tm+n 
By using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we obtain that 
(3.17) I(Tf,~o>I ~ Ilfllt2(vm+n)ll~vllt2(vm+=), 
and therefore Tf c E'. 
We now consider on {tpcp: ¢p C E} the topology induced by F and we define a 
linear form q~ on {tpfp: ¢p E E} by 
= <vs, • E. 
It follows from (3.17) and Lemma 3.8 that given j • N there xists Cj > 0 such 
that 
< CII~pIIL2(~ re+n) <~ cjll'P llj, • E. 
Thanks to the last inequality we can conclude that * is continuous. It follows from 
Hahn-Banach's theorem that there exists w : F --~ C continuous, therefore w • F I, 
such that 
(3.18) w(tp~o) = Tf(q)), ~o • E. 
Since the inclusion map i "G~c (~,m+n) __+ F is continuous it follows that 
u = w o i : GSLc (']Fm +n ) ---> C 
is continuous and therefore u • (G~o (Tm+~)) I. 
Since Gs(•m+n) = GSL(~m+n) (~ GLc(•m+n)s and Ds(~ m+n) = Ds,LI (,~m+n) (~ 
01 (,lpm+n] s,L~ ~_ , are topological direct sum, the dual of GSLc (~2 re+n) can be identified 
with the closed linear subspace D~,L~ (~I "re+n) of D' s (~2m+n). Thus u can be identified 
with an element of D's.L~ (~rm+n). 
Now, if we take ~o = q)L ']- (tgL c • GsL ("rm+n) @ GSLc(~m+n) and we notice that P 
and tp leave the decompositions invariant then it follows from (3.18) that 
( Pu)(q~) = ( Pu)(9%~ ) = u( tp  ~oL c) = w( i  (tp~oLC ) ) = w( tp  ~oL~ ) 
= Tf(q)L c) = Tf(~o). 
l)t ('lprn +n ~ Thus we have proved that for each f • G}~ (T m+~) there exists u • ~s,L~ ~ , 
such that Pu = f .  Since 1I~L~ (P) = G~o (~m+~) we have proved that PLo is globally 
(s, Lc ( p )  )-solvable. 
It follows from Lemma 3.1 that KerP C DIs,L(~2 ~+~) which in view of the 
aforementioned direct sum decomposition immediately makes the solution found 
above is unique. The proof that (I) implies (II) is now complete. [] 
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(II) ~ (I). In the next result we prove a necessary condition for the global 
solvability, in the Gevrey class, for the operator P. 
Lemma 3.10. Suppose that PLc is globally (s, LC)-solvable. Then for every h > 0 
and k > 0 there exists a positive constant C such that 
(3.19) [(f, g)l ~< cIIf lkh II'Pgll,,k, 
~s,h G s'hgqpm+n~ and every ~ Gcc(% re+n) such that for every f ~ EL~ --" Ezra(P) C? L ~ ~ J g s 
tpg ~ aS~(~m+n). 
~s G~< (,'~m+n): tpg c Proof. Let h > 0 and k > 0 be given. We set GLc (~,m+n) "_ {g 
GS,k  (qpm+n~l and 
L c ~.~ 2I 
G=-  G~<(7"+') 
G~ c (GP n+n ) A Ker tp 
We endow (7 with the following norm: 
lIDll  = II'Pgll,,k, D G.  
We are considering ~h endowed with the topology induced by G s'h ('T2m+n). 
We now define the following bilinear form: 
~s h B : N)2~ x G---> C 
by setting 
B(f, ~) = (f, g). 
It is easy to see that B is well-defined• By fixing ~ 6 G it is also easy to see that 
~s,h  ~s ,h  B(- ~) is continuous on ELc. Fix now f E ELC. Thus there exists u c D ~ (,~m+n) s,L c 
such that Pu = f and therefore there exists a positive constant C such that 
IB(f, D)I = I (u ,  'Pg)l ~< c II'Pgll.,~ = CilDIIG 
which prove that B(f, .) is continuous on G. The last inequality follows thanks to 
the fact that the linear form u ~ Dts.LC(7~ m+n) is continuous on GS'p('~m+n), Vp > O. 
Since r~'h is a Fr6chet space and G is an metrizable space and B is separately ~L c 
~s~h continuous then we can conclude that B is continuous on EL~ × G. Hence there 
exists C > 0 such that 
I(f, g)l ~ CIIflls,h IItpgNs,k 
~s,h G s cqF m+'~ suchthat pg ~ G~k (qF~+n). [] for every f ~ ELc and every g ~ LC ~ 
We now are ready to start the proof of (II) implies (I). 
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Suppose that any basis of  S(P) is approximable with respect o L c. Since 
k0+l  n s J=(0  . . . . .  1 . . . . .  0, Xj . . . . .  Xj), j= l  . . . . .  k0, 
is a basis of  S(P) it is approximable with respect o L c. 
Thus, there exists e > 0 such that for every C > 0 there exists se = (se', se') 
Z ~0 x Z n-k0, se ~ L c, such that 
se~ _[_ ~ m . < Ce-el~ll/S 
m=k0+l  )Vk sern 
for any k = 1 . . . . .  ko. We notice that if 0 < C ~< 1 then se" must be different from 
zero. 
By taking C = 1/£, £ = 1,2 . . . .  , it follows from the last statement that there 
exists a sequence see = ' " (see , see ) E Z k° x Z n-ko, see E L c and ~1 ¢ 0, such that for 
= 1, 2 . . . .  we have 
~-~ m . e-el~ell/s 
(3.20) se'gk "t- )~k seem < 
m=k0+l  
for any k = 1 . . . . .  ko. 
We note that the sequence {see}e, given above, can be chosen such that {see} has 
infinitely many distinct points. 
I f  we set Ivl = max{lsk[: k = 1 . . . . .  ko} then it follows from (3.20) that 
[se'ekl~(1-+-[sk])lse*e'l~(l+lvl)le'l, k 1, ko, e 1,2, ,~g ~ . . .~  ~ . . . ,  
since e -*l~ell/' ~ 1 ~< Ise{'[ • 
Thus we obtain 
]se~[ 2 ~ko(1 -I-Ivl)2lse~'[ 2, e = 1,2 . . . . .  
Hence we have 
(3.21) [segl=l(see, se")e ~<[l+ko(l+lvl)2] l /2lse~'l  "--L[Se~*I, e=1,2  . . . . .  
We also note that if {se~'} would remain bounded, the {se~ } would remain bounded 
as well, which lead to a contradiction with the fact that a bounded subset of  Z n is 
finite. It follows that there exists a sequence see = (se~, se~') c Z k0 x Z "-ko, see ~ L c, 
with se~' # 0 and constants e > 0 and L > 0 such that Ise~'l ~ eo as £ ~ oc and, for 
every £ = 1,2 . . . .  , 
(3.22) 
m=ko+l  
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for any k = 1 . . . . .  k0 and 
(3.23) [Gel ~ t l~ ' l .  
We now define, for ~ = 1, 2 . . . . .  
fe(t ,  x)  = e -i((x''~'e)+(x''~'l), ge (t, x) = e i ( (x''~'e ) + (x''~'e') ) 
where x' = (Xl . . . . .  Xko), x"  = (Xko+l . . . . .  xn) and x = (x', x"). 
G s (~'~m+n~ Since fe and ge are analytic functions it is easy to see that fe, ge ~ Lc ~ J, 
g=l ,2  . . . . .  
~s~h We now will show that fe 6 £L~, Vh > 0, ~ = 1, 2 . . . . .  
First of  all we note that 
(fe, 1) = 0 
since ~ '  # 0. Therefore fee  ELc(P) ,  .~ = 1, 2 . . . . .  
We now prove that fe e G~h("~ m+n) for all h > 0. 
In fact, for h > 0 and ~e = (~, ~')  we have 
(3.24) sup sup {laxe -e<x'e~> Ih-I<(~!) -s} ~< sup {]~glh-'<(,,!) -s} 
~eZ~_ xeT~ ~eZ~_ 
= sup I~eal'~Jh-°~a(aj!) -s  = sup %(o~j!) -s  . 
~cz~_ j=l ,~z~_ [ 
By using the inequality a/a!  < e y, y > 0, a c Z+ with y = (l~ej I /h)  1/s and a = aj  
it follows from (3.24) that 
n 
(3.25) sup sup {IOxe-i(x'~e)lh-I'~l(ot!) -s } <. He  s(l~ejl/h)l/s ~e ns(l~el/h)l/s. 
ot ~Z~_ x~T n j= l  
Thus it follows from (3.25) that 
(3.26) life IIs,h ~ ensh-1/s I~glUS 
~s h and therefore fe~ GS'h('~m+n) for all h > 0. Hence fe E E~c Vg = 1, 2, 
L ' . . . .  
It follows from (3.23) and (3.26) that 
(3.27) Ilfells,h ~ e(snL1/S)h-USl~eql/s" 
Gs'P('F m+n~ Vp > O, V£ = One can prove, in an analogous way, that ge ~ Lc ,  ,, 
t ,  2 . . . .  , and 
(3.28) [Igells,p <~ e(snLV~)P-1/Sl~g'll/s. 
We also have 
(3.29) (fe, ge) ---- (27t) re+n, ~/g = 1, 2 . . . . .  
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A simple computation shows that 
)1 (3.30) tpge = av(t) ~ev + )% ~em ge. 
m=k0+l 
We now suppose that k > 4ho where h0 = max{hv: 1 ~< v ~< ko} and h~ is such 
that avc  G s'hv ('Tfm). Thanks to (3.22), (3.28) and (3.30) it follows that 
(3.31) II tPge Is.k ~ Ce(Ck-1/s-2e)l~e'll/S 
where c is a positive constant which depends only on n and s and where C depends 
only on GS,ho-norm of functions av, v = 1 . . . . .  ko. 
Thanks to (3.27) and (3.31) we obtain 
(3.32) Ilfells,hlltpgels,k ~ Ce dl~'e'll/s 
with d = c(h -1/s + k -1/s) - 2e. 
If we choose h and k such that d < 0 then it follows from (3.29) and (3.32) that 
the inequality in Lemma 3.10 is violated. Therefore, PLc is not globally (s, LC) - 
solvable. The proof of (II) implies (I) is complete since ELc (P) = G s 172 m+~a LCt. j. [] 
Proof. (III) ~ (I). Suppose that any basis of S(P)  is approximable with respect to 
L c . Thus, 
sJ =(0  . . . . .  1 . . . . .  0,~.~ 0-t-1,...,)LT), j= l , . . . , k0 ,  
is approximable with respect to L c. For this basis, our definition of approximability 
is identical to the Himonas' approximability definition (see [9]). Himonas (see [9, 
p. 2063]) has found u ~ D1(72 m+') \ G s ('12 re+n) such that Pu ~ G s ('r2m+n). We would 
like to point out that in Himonas' paper the coefficients of the operator P are 
in C~°(~? m) but his result above mentioned holds true if we allow the coefficients 
belongs to G s (72m). Since u can be identified with an element of D' s ('12 m+') we can 
conclude that P is not globally s-hypoelliptic n 72 m+n. [] 
(I) =( I I I ) .  We are supposing that there exists a basis of S(P)  which is non- 
approximable with respect to L c. 
Let u ~ Dts('Yf m+n) such that 
(3.33) Pu =h,  h ~ GS(72m+n). 
If in (3.33) we take partial Fourier series with respect to x 6 ~?n then we obtain 
(3.34) [--At + (a(t), ~)2]fi(t, ~) =/~(t, ~), for all ~ E Z n. 
It follows as in the proof of Lemma 3.1 that, for ~ 6 Z ~ fixed, 
(3.35) fi(t, ~) is in G s (qrm). 
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Thus, if we multiply (3.34) by a and integrate by parts with respect o t ~ "2 m, 
then we obtain 
(3.36) 
m 
EII,~,~(, ~)tl~m)+ f (a(t),e)21a(t,~)l zdt: f z(,,~z(,,~)d,, 
k = 1 Trn  ,ii, m 
for all ~ E Z ~. 
By using (3.14) with f replaced by ~(-, ~) and Lemma 3.7, it follows from (3.36) 
that for any e > 0 there exists Ce > 0 such that 
(3.37) ^ 2 Iluo, ~)1I~<~,~ 
[D s ] <<- qe  ~mS II'~,~(, ~>ll~2(~m)+ (a(t),~)2lc,(t,~)l 2dt 
"~ ,Fm 
=qe~leF/" f &t,U,(t,~)dt, ~cLc=zn\{o}. 
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This and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality imply that 
(3.38) II~(,~)llL~(~o>~<qe~lel'/slli,(.,~)NL~(,rm~, ~ z" \ {o1. 
Since h ~ GS(~ m+n) there exists ~] > 0 and C] > 0 such that 
(3.39) [IA(.,~)NL2(~m) <Cle  -~II~llls, V~Zn\{O}.  
Choosing in (3.38) e = el/2 and using (3.39) we obtain 
el ,;z l ls  Ila(., e)ll~2(~o,> ~ Cee-T> , V~ ~ Z n \ {0}. (3.40) 
Since 
f i (r ,  ~) - , f  (27r) m e-i(t'r)Ct(t, ~) dt, Tm 
by using (3.40) we obtain 
el ¢: l ls  
(3.41) [fi(T,~)l ~< Cee-T  ~ , v~ c z" \ {0}. 
We shall need the following microlocal result 
Lemma 3.11. Suppose that Pu c Gs(']F m+n) and (To, O) ~ Z m+n with 30 ¢ 0. Then, 
there are C > O, 6 2 > O, C > 0 and a conic neighborhood F -- {IT[ > c[s~l} C IR m+n 
of(To, O) such that 
(3.42) Ifi(r, ~) I ~Ce -~21(~'~)1]/S, V(z, ~) EFNT~ m÷n. 
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By using the compactness of ~,m+,, Lemma 3.11 follows from the following 
Lemma 3.12. Suppose that Pu c G s (~mq-n) and (to, O) ~ Z m+n with r0 ~ 0. Then, 
(t, x; to, 0) ¢ WFsufor all (t, x) 6 qF m+'. 
Proof. Since this result is local we may suppose that u ~ E~(f2) and Pu ~ G~(f2) 
(see definition of Es~(f2) and G~(f2), p.e., in [19]) with f2 an open set in IR m+n. 
Let (t, x) ~ ~ be given. There are open sets U and U* such that (t, x) ~ U c U*, 
U* c f2. One can prove easily, it is a straightforward calculation, that there is an 
open conic neighborhood F -- {[rl > L[~I}, with L a positive constant, of (r0, 0) 
and there are positive constants C, A 1 and for every e > 0 a constant Ce > 0 such 
that 
[p(t,x,r,~)l )Cee -el~l'/s, V(t,x) EU*, ("c,~)EF, ](r,~)[ >A1 
and 
I~z~O~P(  t , ~ t  ~x ~r x, r, ~)] ~< cl~l+l~l+l~l+lyl(~!)s(6I)sfl!g! 
x Ip ( t ,x ,  r,  )1(1 + 
for all (ot, ~, fl, F) 7~ (0, 0, 0, 0), (t, x) c U*, (r, ~) c F, I(r, ~)l > At. 
Thus, the hypotheses of [19, Theorem 3.4.6, p. 158] are fulfilled and therefore 
we have 
(3.43) (U x F1) M WF~(Pu) = (U x F1) A WFsu, 
where F1 is an open conic neighborhood of (to, 0) and F1 C F. 
Since Pu = f ~ G s(~fm+n) it follows from (3.43) that (t, x; r0, 0) ~ WFsu. [] 
We now return to (3.41). 
For Iv[ < 3c[~l and ~ c Z" \ {0} it follows from (3.41) that there exists e3 > 0 
such that 
(3.44) la(r,~)[~<tje 2,7, = 
Ce-~ ( l  lrl+ ll~l)l/s ~ Ce -e3l(r,~)ll/s, 
where =  (min  1 ,  
Now, inequalities (3.42) and (3.44) imply that u ~ G ~ (qFm+n), since we have the 
estimate 
, (-C, ~) E zm+n \ {0} '
where e ~ = max{e2, e3}. Hence P is globally s-hypoelliptic n qI "m+'. [] 
We would like to recall that in [9], Himonas has used the following definition of 
global G s hypoellipticity: "the conditions u ~ D~ (72 re+n) and Pu c G s ("2 re+n) imply 
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u c GS(Tfm+n) ''. He has proved that P is globally G s, s ~> 1, hypoelliptic in qF m+" 
if and only if (I) holds true. In our definition of global s-hypoellipticity we require 
t m+n u ~ D=(~2 ). Thus, "(I) if only if (III)" extends Himonas' result when s > 1. 
(III) =* (IV). It is obvious. [] 
(IV) =~ (III). Let u ~ Dts(T m+n) be such that Pu = f ~ Gs(Tm+n). We now define 
! v = u - fi(t, 0). Thus, v ~ Ds,LC(qFm+~). Since Pfi(t, O) = --Atfi(t, O) = f ( t ,  O) we 
obtain 
f = Pu = Pv + Pfi(t, O) = Pv  + f(t, O) 
and therefore we have 
_ G s ['I~m+n] Pv=f  f ( t ,O)~ I~t I" 
Since PLo is globally (s, L¢)-hypoelliptic n ~m+n it follows from the last equality 
that v ~ GSLc(Tm+n). AS we know that fi(t, 0) c Gs(T m) then we obtain u 
Gs(Tm+n). Theproof is complete. [] 
(V) ::* (II). It is obvious. [] 
(II) =~ (V). Given f ~ GSLc(~m+n), by hypothesis, there exists a unique u c 
l ,]pm+n~ s D=,Lc(~ , such that Pu = f .  Since (II) implies (IV) we obtain u E GLc(Tm+n), 
i.e., PIG~o is bijective. In view of the open mapping theorem this would imply 
that the inverse of P [a~c is continuous from G~c (Tin+n) to itself. The proof of (II) 
implies (V) is complete. [] 
4. REDUCTION TO THE CASE L(P) = {0} 
Suppose that L(P)  ~ {0}. Before we state the main result of this section we recall 
some definitions and results about algebra. An additive subgroup, G, of Z n is called 
torsion-free if cg = O, c ~ Z, g ~ G implies that c = 0 or g = 0. We say that 
gl . . . . .  gr form a Z-basis ofG if(cl . . . . .  Cr) ~ ~}=1 cjg j  is an isomorphism from 
Z r onto G. We need the following well-known result which can be found p.e., as a 
particular case, in [13, Theorem 6.6, p. 221]: 
Theorem 4.1. Let G be an additive subgroup o fZ  n. Then G has a Z-basis i f  and 
only i f  G is finitely generated and torsion-free. 
Consequence: Since every subgroup of Z n is finitely generated, obviously 
torsion-free it follows from Theorem 4.1 that every subgroup of Z n has a Z-basis. 
Thus, there exist vectors k 1 . . . . .  k r c Z n \ {0} such that {k~}~=l form a Z-basis 
of L(P) since L(P)  is a subgroup o fZ  n. 
We shall need the following 
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Lemma 4.2. There exist vectors v r+l, . . . .  v ~ c Z ~ \ {0} such that {kV}v=lr U 
{vr+~}'~-~ fo rm a Z-bas is  o fg  n. 
Proofi It follows from the definition of L(P)  that i f~ c Z n, c 6 Z, c ~ 0 and c~ 
L(P) ,  then ~ E L(P ) .  This just means that Z~/L(P )  is torsion-free, and therefore 
there exist w i c Z n, i = 1 . . . . .  s, such that w i + L (P ) ,  i = 1 . . . . .  s, form a Z-basis 
of  Z~/L (P ) .  
Let ~ ~ Z n. Then there are unique ai E Z, i = 1 . . . . .  s, such that 
L + L(P )  = ai w' + L (P )  
i=1 
or  
s 
1] "-- ~ -- ~a i to  i C L(P ) .  
i=l 
But then there are unique bj G •,  j = 1 . . . . .  r, such that 
/- 
~7 = ~ b jk  j. 
j=l  
Thus, we have proved that there are unique ai, bj E Z,  i = 1 . . . . .  s, j = 1 . . . . .  r, 
such that 
S r 
~ = ~a iw i  --} - ~_ jb j  kj .  
i=t  j= l  
Hence, k I . . . . .  k r, W 1 . . . . .  tO s is a Z-basis of Z~; and we can conclude that s = 
n - r .  Weca l ledv  r+ j=wj ,  j= l  . . . . .  n - r .  [] 
We shall use the Z-basis k 1 . . . . .  k r, v r+l . . . . .  v n of Z n in order to define a 
substitution of variables. We consider the matrix M such that its columns coincide 
with k 1 . . . . .  k r, v r+l . . . . .  v n. The linear transformation M satisfy Me j -=- k j for 
1 ~< j ~< r and Me r+j = v r+j for j = 1 . . . . .  n - r, if e k, k = 1 . . . . .  n, denotes the 
standard basis o fZ  n . The fact that e k, k = 1 . . . . .  n, and k 1 . . . . .  U ,  v r+a . . . . .  v" are 
Z-basis of Z n implies that M is an isomorphism from Z ~ onto Z n, which means 
that the matrix of M and its inverse have integral entries with determinant 4-1. But 
it implies that the same is true for the transposed M t of M, which implies that M t 
is an isomorphism from 27rZ ~ onto itself and therefore M t induces an isomorphism 
from the torus qr ~ --= IR~/2zrZ n onto itself. 
Thus we may make the following substitution of variables in %~: 
y = Mtx .  
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We are going to write the operator P in the new variables. For this we note that i f  
v(y) = v(Mtx) = u(x) 
then 
with 
aj(t) Ou(x) -- Za j ( t )  Ov(Y------~) (Mt)k j 
j= l  OxJ j= l  k=l OYk 
) = (Mt)kjaj(t) Or(y)  b~(t ) - -  
k=l \ j= l  OYk k=l 
Or(y) 
Oyk 
n 
bk(t) = E(Mr) l~jaj(t)  or b(t) = Mt a(t) 
j= l  
where b(t) = (hi(t) . . . . .  bn(t)) and a(t) = (al(t)  . . . . .  an(t)). 
Hence, in the new variables, y = (y', y") with y~ = (yl . . . . .  Yr) and y" = 
(Yr+l . . . . .  Yn), the operator P becomes 
'~ D - in q7 m+n Q=Q(t ,y ' ,y  , t, Dy)=-At  (t)Oyj 11~_t,y , 
J 
since 
bj(t) =(kJ ,a(t))=O, j = 1 . . . . .  r. 
We now are going to compute the set L(Q). 
We have (b(t), ~) = (Mta(t), ~) = (a(t), m~), for every ~ ~ Z n and t 6 q?,n and 
therefore 
~ L(Q) < > M~ c L(P). (4.1) 
Hence, 
r r 
M~ = E tjkJ = Z t jM(ej)  = M tje j 
/=1 j= l  
in turns implies that 
F 
= Z tjeJ" 
j= l  
The above calculations allows to conclude that 
(4.2) L(Q) = Z r X {0}. 
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Before we state the main result of this section, we present an example in order to 
illustrate the above situation. 
Example. In T 3 we consider the operator 
P 2 
where p, q E Z, q > 0 and p and q do not have a common factor which is larger 
than one. 
Thus, k I = ( -p ,  q) is a Z-basis of L(P).  
We now find (a, b) c Z 2 such that -ap + bq = 1, by means of Euclid's algorithm. 
Thus k 1 = ( -p ,  q) and v 2 = i -b ,  a) form a Z-basis of Z 2. The substitution y ---- 
Mtx yields the operator 
1 2 
Q=-O 2 -  ~-~0y 2.
Note that for fixed y] we have L(Q) = {0}. 
Remark  4.3. The set V = {v ~ Rn: (v,~) = 0, V~ c L(P)} is equal to the Lie 
algebra of a subtorus of ~2", and it is the smallest such Lie algebra which contains 
all the vectors a(t), t ~ 72 m. 
We are now in the position to state and prove our main result of this section: 
Lemma 4.4. The operator P is globally (s. Lc(p))-solvable (in q~m+n~ -t,x ~ if and 
only if the operator Q = Q(t, y', y", Dr, Dy) is globally (s, LC(Q))-solvable (in 
%~,~Sn-r)) for each f fixed. 
Proof. First of all we note that if we consider Q only acting on the variables (t, y"), 
therefore the variables y, are considered as parameters, then L(Q) = {0}. Thus, for 
each y~ fixed, it follows from Lemma 3.1 that Ker(tQ = Q) = C. 
Sufficiency. Let f c NLc(p)(P). Then it follows from Lemma 3.1 that 
f 
(4.3) I f(t, ~) dt = O, V~ E L(P). 
t l  
We may write 
f (t ,x)  = Z f(t,~)e i(x'~) -t- 
~EL(P) ~eLc(p) 
and we define 
h(t, y', y') = f(t,  x(y,  y")) 
= Z f(t'~)ei(X(y"Y")'~l+ 
~eL(P) 
f(t, ~)e i(x'~> 
Z f(t, ~)e i(x(y''y')'~). 
~eLc(p) 
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For each ~ c L(P) there exists a vector g(~) c Z r such that (x(y', y'), ~) = 
( j ,  ~(~)). Recalling that $ c Lc(p) implies ~ # 0 one can prove that there exists 
a vector s(~) ~ Z n-r \ {0} such that (x ( j ,  y'), ~) = (y', s(~)). Then we can write 
h(t, y', y ')  = f ( t ,  x(y', y')) 
= E f ( t ,  ~)e i(y''e(~)) -t- Z f ( t ,~)e  i(y''s(~)). 
~¢L(P) ~eLc(p) 
It follows from (4.3) that 
E f f(t'~)ei(e(~)'Y')dtdy'=O" 
EL ~,m+(n-r) 
t, y II 
Since x(~) # 0 it follows that 
f e i(s(~)'y')dy" 0 
and therefore it follows from the last two equalities that 
f h(t, j , y ' )d tdy"  O. 
Tm+(n-r) 
t, ytt 
Moreover, since /~(t, m- l~)  = f( t ,  ~) and f ( t ,  O) = O, because f ~ Ero(p)(P), 
we have /~(t, O) = O. Thus we can conclude that for each y' fixed, h(t, y', y ')  
ELO(Qy,)(Qy,), where we are using the notation Q y, to mean that we are considering 
yt fixed. 
Since, by hypothesis, Qy, is globally (s, LC(Qy,))-solvable there exists Wy, (t, y ' )  
D ~ ~m+(~-~)~ such that (t, y ' )  E s,LC(Qy,)  t,y" J Qy, tOy, = h(t, yt, y,). Moreover it follows 
from Theorem 3.6, with P replaced by Qy,, that Qf  is globally (s, LC(Qy)) - 
hypoelliptic in ~m+(~-r) and therefore Wy, (t, y ')  ~ G~L~(Qy,) (2"m+(n-r)). 
It also follows from Theorem 3.6 that the inverse of Qy, [GSL~(Q/)(~2m+(n-r) ) from 
G~L °(Qy,) (~2m +(n -~) ) to itself is continuous and since the map 
G s {'l~m+(n-r)] G:72 r -+  LC(Qyt)\ ] 
defined by G(y')(t, y") = f (t, x(y', y")) = h(t, y', y ')  is continuous it follows that 
B : ~2 r ~ ~LC(Qyt),~g'~s (qpm+(n-r)]., given by B(y')(t, y ')  = wj ( t ,  y')  is continuous too. 
We can identify B as an element in Drs,L~(Q)(~2m+n) a d we shall use the notation 
w(t, y', y,I) to represent this element. 
Hence, if we define ~ ( t, x) = ( t, Mtx ) then 
u(t, x) = w o 
belongs to ~s,LC(p)\ t.x J. 
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Since we have 
ak(t)Oxk u, ~0 = bj(t)OyjW, ~o  ~-1 , V~o E Gs[~m+n~t t,x I 
j= l  
it is easy to prove that Pu = f .  The sufficiency's proof  is complete. 
Necessity. The necessity's proof  follows the same lines of  the sufficiency's 
proof. [] 
5. FINAL CONCLUSION 
AS a consequence of  Theorem 3.6 and Lemma 4.4 we have the following result: 
Theorem 5.1. The operator P given by (3.1) is globally s-solvable if and only if 
there exists a basis orS(P) which is non-approximable with respect o Lc( p ). 
Proof.  Case 1: L(P) = {0}. In this case, Theorem 5.1 follows from Theorem 3.6 
thanks to the fact that PL(e) is always globally (s, L(P)) -solvable.  
Case 2: L(P) ~ {0}. By noting that S(Q) = Mt(S(P)) and M(L(Q)) = L(P) one 
can prove that there exists a basis of  S(P) which is non-approximable with respect 
to Lc(p) i f  and only i f  there exists a basis of  S(Q) which is non-approximable with 
respect o LC(Q). Thanks to this result and Theorem 3.6 and Lemma 4.4 one can 
easily conclude the proof. [] 
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